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Complete the Sentence
Write the word that best completes each of the following sentences.

51. "Arise, fair sun, and kill the envious moon, Who is already sick and pale with
____..."

52. He bought his girlfriend flowers so he could ____ her.

53. We came upon the ____ puppy and felt so badly we had to take him home.

54. I know ____ visited you last night, because you were talking in your sleep!

55. The secret agent tried to ____ his enemy by playing a trick on him.

56. The pictures of their ____ hung on the walls of the living room.

57. Instead of helping me, they began to ____ me when I fell off the ladder.

58. Johnny has a ____ of being the smartest boy in school.

59. Lex Luthor is Superman's ____.

60. Jesse's speech is uninteresting because he ____ enthusiasm for his topic.

61. Tybalt said he would "____ against any of them", because he really hated the
Montagues.

62. Just because you don't agree with me, please don't ____ me.

63. When you bump into a person, the ____ thing to do is apologize.

64. He went into a ____ when his drawing was destroyed.

65. Captain Hook was a classic ____.

66. It is the school's policy not to ____ fighting.

67. The ____ nun fed and clothed the poor.

68. We should stop the ____ suffering of the poor in our city.

69. The man ____ into the dark room.

70. Amber's new baby brother is so ____ and cute.

71. The ____ between the two girls lasted over a week.

72. The fireman who saved the little girl from the fire was ____ when asked about
being a hero.

73. Many teenagers want to ____ against their parent's authority by staying out after
their curfew.

74. Upon learning of his great fortune, his ____ soared like an eagle.
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75.  all men leave&quot,The Prince threatened the rioting crowd by saying, "____;.


